Group 1: Joseph S. Barwick
1. Carte-de-visite of Joseph S. Barwick
2. Tintype of Joseph S. Barwick

Group 2: Leonard Barwick
1. Print with two images of Leonard Barwick as a young man, 2 ¼” x 3 3/8”
2. Print with two images of Leonard Barwick as an older man, 1 ½” x 3 ½”
3. Oval portrait of Leonard Barwick; photographer: Townsend (Lincoln, NE)
4. Oval portrait of Leonard Barwick; photographer: Townsend (Lincoln, NE)
5. Print in folder of Leonard Barwick; photographer: Townsend (Lincoln, NE)
6. Print Leonard Barwick, February 18, 1945
7. Genevie Roberts and her uncle Leonard Barwick, about 1899, with cow
8. Horse “Charlie” and Leonard Barwick, ca. 1899
10. Two young men with older woman, written on back: “Webb – mother and me Leonard”
11. Leonard Barwick (removed from loose album page)
12. Cynthia (nee Johnson) (removed from loose album page)
13. Group portrait of the Lincoln High football team, 1901 holding sign “Champions of Nebraska 1899, 1900, 1901”; Leonard is pictured
14. Group portrait of the University of Nebraska, Lincoln 1904 football team; Leonard is pictured (same image as button held by Museum)
15. Group portrait of the Lincoln High School; Leonard is possibly at the top right

Group 3: Steven Barwick
1. Color photo of Steven Barwick, 2” x 2”
2. Black and white portrait of Steven Barwick, 2 ½” x 3 ½”
3. Baby picture of Steven Barwick
4. Baby picture of Steven Barwick
5. Mother with Steven Barwick, age 3 months, June 2, 1921 in grey folder; photographer: Dole Studio (Lincoln, NE)
6. Mother with Steven Barwick, age 3 months, June 2, 1921 in grey folder; photographer: Dole Studio (Lincoln, NE)

Group 4: Barwick-Roberts Family
1. Cabinet card of five generations, written on back: “grandmother Means, daughter Sarah Malvina (Barwick), Malie Roberts, and Genevie

Group 5: Johnson family
1. Three-quarters length portrait of young woman which could be either Grace or Cynthia Johnson 1 1/8” x 4 1/8”
2. Portrait of young woman which could be either Grace or Cynthia Johnson
3. Portrait of young woman which could be either Grace or Cynthia Johnson in a rose garden
4. Carte-de-visite of Mary Johnson; photographer S.W. Felt (Chicago, IL)
5. Carte-de-visite of P.J. Johnson; photographer S.W. Felt (Chicago, IL)
6. Carte-de-visite likely of P.J. Johnson; photographer: Ford’s Fine Art Gallery (McHerny, IL)
7. Carte-de-visite of likely Mary Johnson; photographer: L.N. Schmidt
8. Carte-de-visite of likely Mary Johnson; photographer: L.N. Schmidt
9. Carte-de-visite of likely Mary Johnson; photographer: L.N. Schmidt
10. Carte-de-visite of likely Mary Johnson; photographer: M. Christensen (Nakskov, Denmark)
11. Carte-de-visite of likely Mary Johnson; photographer: Wismer (Nakskov, Denmark)
12. Carte-de-visite of likely Mary Johnson; photographer: M. Christensen (Nakskov, Denmark)
13. Carte-de-visite of likely Mary Johnson; photographer: Lonborg & Co. (Nakskov, Denmark)

Group 6: Cynthia Johnson
1. Portrait of Cynthia Johnson seated in wooden chair
2. Portrait of Cynthia Johnson; photographer: Clements (Lincoln, NE)
3. Portrait of Cynthia Johnson in grey folder
4. Portrait of Cynthia Johnson in cream folder; photographer: Townsend (Lincoln, NE)
5. Hand-tinted portrait of Cynthia Johnson [oversized]

Group 7: Grace Johnson
1. Carte-de-viste of Grace Johnson as a baby; photographer: Noble (Lincoln, NE)
2. Portrait of young woman, written on back: “Grace Johnson, LHS ’02”; photographer: Townsend (Lincoln, NE)
3. Full length portrait of young woman, written on back: “Grace Johnson, LHS ’01”; photographer: Townsend (Lincoln, NE)

Group 8: miscellaneous
1. W.J. Bryan home; photographer: D.S. Cole (Washington, Iowa)

Photo pins/buttons held by museum (returned after scanned)
1. Lincoln High School football team, 1901 holding sign “Champions of Nebraska 1899, 1900, 1901”
2. Leonard Barwick with unidentified young man wearing a Lincoln High School letter sweater
3. Portrait of either Grace or Cynthia Johnson